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IDS RESOURCES REVAMPED
New TRID Training Resources Added

As part of our latest TRID Webinar, LE/CD Testing in idsDoc,
IDS Compliance Officer Jonathan Johnson introduced the new
layout of IDS Resources, which includes several new TRID
resources. In the Compliance tab you may now find compliance guides, matrices, updates, legal information, videos, and
a brand new TRID section. All TRID resources have now been
relocated to this section as to aid in the testing and training
process leading up to October 3.
This TRID section includes detailed documentation, how-tovideos, LOS integrations, testing materials, and webinars. The
how-to-videos demonstrate how to use idsDoc for several
TRID related scenarios, while the testing materials allow you
to test and create documents that correspond with the CFPB's
sample documents. We encourage you to explore these new
materials and keep an eye out as more continue to be added.
For any questions or concerns regarding these new resources,
contact Jonathan.Johnson@idsdoc.com.

Did you miss our latest TRID webinar?
Learn and review:
»
»
»
»

How to create the LE/CD forms
New fields in idsDoc
How to E-Sign the LE/CD
New TRID Resources

You may view this webinar on the IDS Resources site. To get there, log in to idsDoc, click
on the Resources tab, hover over Compliance,
hover over TRID, and it is located in the Webinars section.
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To say that our Compliance Team has been affected by
TRID would be an understatement. They live, breath,
and sleep TRID. Countless hours have been spent reading, researching, and studying 2500 pages of documents
pertaining to the new rules, not only to learn and understand TRID through and through at an expert level,
but also to implement them into idsDoc. As part of this
learning process Compliance has also attended several
industry compliance seminars and been involved with
many local and national compliance networks. The
success of our clients relies upon our TRID knowledge
and effective implementation, and has not been taken
lightly. Webinars, blog posts, and other resources have
been created in sole dedication to TRID in order to communicate with and educate our clients. Refer to IDS Resources.

Development’s day to day efforts have been greatly impacted by TRID, in fact, TRID has been their sole focus.
Development has been working hand in hand with Compliance from day one to ensure idsDoc is TRID ready.
They even created a “think-tank” with project managers
and quality assurance technicians to ensure that TRID
development was engineered properly so that all rules
are implemented timely and effectively. These efforts
have resulted in the completion of our six major software releases and will continue with minor bug fixes
and updates. This means that idsDoc is function complete and you may use this extra time to test and train.
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The Imports Department has had their hands full integrating TRID with our LOS partners on top of their usual
daily tasks. This includes adding hundreds of new fields
and mapping them, while trying to coordinate these
changes with multiple partners that work differently. In
addition, in order to support our partners who are changing their LOS’s from MISMO 2.x to 3.x, we’re essentially
setting up a brand new interface with them.
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Our IT Department has been hard at work assisting in
the efforts of TRID. There has been a large amount of
new data, content, and code as a result of implementing
TRID, which has led to the expansion of our digital infrastructure and equipment. This expansion includes a 50%
increase in overall server computing power, a doubling
of data storage resources and a doubling of our database resources. This investment has greatly increased
our processing speed and storage capacity to not only
handle the load of TRID, but enhance idsDoc’s effectiveness with the TRID implementations.

In the midst of TRID preparations, IDS set an all-time high
record for number of total docs done in one month for
June 2015!
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Training for TRID has been an essential component in
our TRID preparations. Customer Service, along with
all other departments in IDS, have been challenged to
complete 33 TRID training activities, including watching
webinars, reading articles, developing FAQs, and other
activities, to test TRID knowledge as part of a healthy
company completion. Customer Service has also been
focusing on increasing customer satisfaction, and other
targeted TRID trainings, including making adjustments
based on customer feedback. Customer Service has also
recently added a Customer Support Portal so that all clients may submit and track cases, making the process
more efficient and smooth leading up to TRID.

Human Resources has contributed to the TRID efforts
through the hiring of new employees throughout many
departments since the beginning of the year. It should
also not go unnoticed that many of our employees have
put in a significant amount of over time in order to complete TRID deadlines and other significant tasks. In fact,
we have seen a 52% increase in employee overtime
since last year. As a result, HR and the WIN Council
have made employee appreciation a priority with the
increased work, and stress levels that come along with
it. We have had several company parties to celebrate
wins and thank the employees for their dedication and
hard work.
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Our Fulfillment Center has greatly expanded as a result of the upcoming TRID changes. Six months ago we
began using a new postage meter that has increased
production speed by 66%, added two additional printing machines, and hired on a new member to the fulfillment team. These expansions are in preparation for
the increased fulfillment that will be necessary for the
Loan Estimate document according to the TRID delivery
requirements.

Sales and Marketing has had the task of communicating
IDS’s dedication to the implementation of TRID to all of
our clients and interested parties. Whether it be through
our TRID timeline, idsDoc.com/more page, newsletters,
sales materials, and other marketing efforts, we want
our clients to know that we are up to speed with TRID,
and in fact, approaching the finish line. As part of our
TRID efforts, we have published 8 TRID-related newsletter articles and have had 8 TRID-related publication
articles.
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